When policy decisions are based on research, such decisions are generally not based on one research study, but on the consensus of many, nor on statistical significance alone, but on evaluation of practical significance (i.e., cost-effectiveness) as well. In recent years there has been growing emphasis on systematic syntheses of the results of research studies, meta-analysis (Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981) , based on the use of quantitative measures indicating practical as well as statistical significance: effect sizes. The application of such methods has, in many ways, preceded the development of sound mathematical theory necessary to implement its application. Consequently, there is much controversy and doubt about the validity of results based on meta-analysis.
The focus here is on the most frequently used sample effect size:
d= (x E -x c )/S,
where x E is the mean response of n E subjects in an experimental group, x c that of n c subjects in a separate control group, and S 2 is a sample variance.
Generally, it is assumed that
x Ei~% (ii E9 o£) 9 /= 1,2,. ..,*£, x C/~9 l(/x c ,a<?), /= 1,2,. ..,w c ,
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Further, S 2 is an estimate of a 2 , independent of x E and x c with Under these assumptions (Winer, 1971) ,
Helena Chmura Kraemer where N = n E + n c is the total sample size; p = n E /N reflects balance; § = di E -jti c )/a is the population effect size; and ^(X) represents a noncentral /-distribution with v degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter X. If S 2 is the pooled within-group variance, v -N -2. If S 2 is based on the control group alone, v = n c -1.
The mathematical form of the noncentral / distribution is known, and has been tabled (Resnikoff & Lieberman, 1957) . Use of either the exact form or tables as a basis of statistical analysis of effect sizes is extremely difficult. However, when n E and n c both exceed about 10, accurate approximations to the noncentral / distribution are available and provide an accessible approach to applications.
When N is small, or when groups sizes are disparate, or when S 2 is injudiciously chosen, distribution theory is highly sensitive to departures from the assumptions (Scheffe, 1959) . Interpretation of 8 also becomes problematic (Kraemer & Andrews, 1982) . Finally, the approximation procedures are of doubtful accuracy. For all these reasons, attention is here restricted only to the situation in which N>20, when A^p< .6 and when S 2 is the pooled within-group variance (v = N -2).
To Approximation to the Distribution of Sample Effect Size One approximation with little mathematical justification (cf. Hedges, 1982a) is:
Yet this approximation underlies many of the statistical procedures commonly used in meta-analysis (e.g., Hsu, 1980) . It should be noted that 1.
E{d)~-W)-
Hence d always overestimates 8 (Hedges, 1981) .
2. For large sample sizes, Hedges, 1981) . Thus, not only is the variance consistently underestimated, but the variance is not independent of 8. For this reason, applications of test procedures to sample effect sizes such as / tests, analysis of variance, or linear regression, which assume homoscedasticity, are of questionable validity. 3. The distribution of d is both skewed and heavy tailed and is here approximated by the normal distribution which is neither.
Better approximations are the Johnson-Welch procedure (1940) and the Kraemer-Paik procedure (1979) .
The Johnson-Welch procedure describes a normal approximation to the noncentral / distribution which, applied to effect size, would yield:
where /= v/Np{\ -p) (/«4). This procedure justifies tests such as those proposed by Hedges (1982a Hedges ( , 1982b Hedges ( , 1982c . More accurate for small noncentrality parameters, and more useful in this context, is the Kraemer-Paik procedure (1979) . Applied to effect sizes, this procedure indicates that if
is approximately distributed according to the null distribution of the product moment correlation coefficient; that is,
Thus percentile points of w(r, p), say C v P , where
Helena Chmura Kraemer are tabled (Fisher & Yates, 1957) . Alternatively, since
percentile points of w(r, p) may be computed from tables of the / distribution. Furthermore, since w(r, p) is distributed as is the product moment correlation coefficient, Fisher's z transformation; that is,
is both a variance-stabilizing and a normalizing transformation. Since
Computing percentile points is somewhat less accurate and more tedious using this transformation, rather than using C v P directly, but there are many other applications in which having a variance independent of the mean is crucial. 
Single Sample Tests
It can readily be verified that for small N, confidence intervals for S will be very wide. For example, if one observed d = 1.0 (r = .45) for N = 20 {v = 18, C. Q5 --38), the one-tailed 95 percent confidence interval for 8 will be Hedges, 1982a Hedges, , 1982b . Because it is assumed that/« 4 for all included effect sizes, this null hypothesis is equivalent to H 0 : p x -p 2 --' -P m where
This, then, becomes a test of homogeneity of correlation coefficients. One estimates the common p, under the null hypothesis, by p where (Kraemer, 1975 (Kraemer, , 1979 . Furthermore, then the pooled estimate of 8 is 8 where General Applications There are many other statistical questions related to use of sample effect sizes in meta-analysis. One might compile effect sizes for each of g interventions and wish to compare these using t tests or analysis of variance. One might examine characteristics of the studies yielding different effect sizes (size of class, intensity or duration of intervention, length of follow-up, etc.) and wish to assess the influence of such factors on effect size using Multiple Linear Regression. All such evaluations are questionable when applied to sample effect sizes directly (cf. Hedges, 1982c) .
The above statistical considerations, however, suggest a strategy to implement such procedures, namely:
(1) Studies with group size less than 10 or which are seriously unbalanced (p < .4, p > .6) should be set aside. Such studies may be valid for purposes of testing, but estimation of effect sizes from such studies, for reasons detailed above, are problematic.
(2) Only one effect size per study can be used to ensure independence. 
(d)~%(z lf (S),l/N).
Here we suggest using: (N-3) ).
In Table III are presented values of Z H and Z K for effect sizes d -0 to 2.0. For the typical range of effect sizes, only for relatively small sample size will results based on the two approaches differ. In any one study, because effect sizes are generally small, use of either transformation rather than d will make little difference. However, the relatively 
